
NEWS AND VIEWS..................................................
Thanks for all the congratulations for the 50th issue! I’m afraid I didn’t 

make the MG Era day at Brooklands on April 10th but the D Group was well 
represented by Colin Murrell in D0285 pictured here.

I’m also sorry we didn’t make ‘Drive it Day’ in a D Type – but did go in 
a MG; I would welcome any pictures if you went in yours! Just after you 
receive this issue will be MG Live at Silverstone on 4/5th June; as usual 
I shall be in front of the Triple M desk at 12 o’clock for 20 minutes or 
so on the Saturday and amongst the Triple M crowd usually by the cars 
on the Sunday at midday also. We may be lucky and see Chris Blood’s 
D407 Salonette there but to be fair on Chris more likely next year! Latest 
pictures herewith:
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The D Group’s ‘big’ event this year will be PreWar Prescott on July 16th 
and we’re promised a ‘big’ turnout if all goes well and should/could be a 
new world record for D’s in one place (currently standing at 5 attained at 
Silverstone 2006). We are sending a special rally plaque, pictured here, to 
all those Ds already booked in and will send one to anyone else who books! 

Hopefully we can get all the Ds and their owners together at some 
point for a ‘Group’ photograph. Do come and say hello even if not in your D, 
there is plenty of room for spectators and parking and our Group Marquee 
is open to all MG people!

NEWS ON CARS......................................................
Only in Florida would the car meet season start in December! D0252 

with owner Mike Goodwin managed to win ‘Club Choice Award’ at the 
meeting two weeks before Christmas. As Mike said he didn’t expect any 
award with over 600 cars present. 

Picture shows a pleased Mike with his trophy and a picture from the 
April 2016 edition of national USA motoring magazine: ‘Hemmings Motor 
News’ which had a full report on the meeting.
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Thanks to Chris Lambert from the Pre-War Minor Network we have 
added another period picture to our archive page on the website and 
shown here:

Due to some sleuthing via the Triple M Register website forum ‘Seeking 
information about a picture’ (thanks to Sam Christie and Cathelijne 
Spoelstra!) the car pictured was identified as the Jarvis bodied D0360 
belonging to Carlo Schmitz. See many previous Dispatches about this car 
notably number 47. 

The occasion is the 1932 Land’s End Trial and the car is being driven by 
its very first owner J. A. Arber. Just to prove the point here is a very recent 
picture from Carlo of the rear of the car at a similar angle. Great care was 
taken to restore the car to its former glory.
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MORE ON THE GEARBOX.........................................
Since the last issue I’ve had an urgent request in for an original D 

Gearbox! Has anyone got one – or even just the end plate with or without 
the vertical speedo drive in it?

An interesting picture was sent to me by Sam Christie, via Chris 
Lambert, which is from the Morris Minor Salesman’s Manual of 1932. It 
shows a ‘production line’ assembling gearboxes using a support upon which 
is screwed the gearbox casing using the drain plug threaded hole.

The gearboxes for the D, M and Morris Minor are virtually identical and 
some years ago now I had made a ‘stalk’ to clamp in the vice which has 
facilitated a few dis-assemblies and re-assemblies over the years! It really 
does make the job very much easier as you can turn the casing to suit; 
being careful not to completely unthread it of course.  Trying to hold the 
box in the vice using the brass drain plug itself is dangerous and can lead to 
damaging the plug itself. 

The picture on the right shows the D/M ‘stalk’ 
at the bottom and my T Type one at the top 
(larger plug thread). Both were made by a local 
engineering workshop using scrap pieces of 
hexagon bar and show they don’t have to be 
any particular size or shape! I just lent them 
a drain plug to get the thread right. It can help 
stability in the vice though if the bottom reaches 
the bed of the vice as in picture below.
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